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Abstract2
When a voltage difference is applied between a conducting liquid and a conduct-3
ing (solid) electrode, the liquid is observed to spread on the solid. This phenomenon,4
generally referred to as electrowetting, underpins a number of interfacial phenomena of5
interest in applications that range from droplet microfluidics to optics. Here, we present6
a lattice-Boltzmann method that can simulate the coupled hydrodynamics and electro-7
statics equations of motion of a two-phase fluid as a means to model electrowetting8
phenomena. Our method has the advantage of modelling the electrostatic fields within9
the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm itself, eliminating the need for a hybrid method. We10
validate our method by reproducing the static equilibrium configuration of a droplet11
subject to an applied voltage and show that the apparent contact angle of the drop12
depends on the voltage following the Young-Lippmann equation up to contact angles13
of ≈ 50◦. At higher voltages, we observe a saturation of the contact angle caused by14
the competition between electric and capillary stresses, similar to previous experimental15
observations. We also study the stability of a dielectric film trapped between a conduct-16
ing fluid and a solid electrode and find a good agreement with analytical predictions17
based on lubrication theory. Finally, we investigate the film dynamics at long times18
1
and report observations of film breakup and entrapment similar to previously reported19
experimental results.20
Introduction21
Electrowetting refers to the spreading of an electrically conducting liquid on a solid elec-22
trode when a voltage difference is applied between the two1. Because of its ability to23
control the interaction of liquids with solid surfaces, electrowetting has triggered a num-24
ber of applications, such as droplet-based microfluidic devices2–5, droplet actuation6,7 and25
mixing8–11, deformable optical apertures12 and lenses13,14, and electronic paper displays15–18.26
Broadly speaking, there are two types of electrowetting setups: Electrowetting On Conductor27
(EWOC), in which the conductive liquid is in direct contact with the solid electrode19, and28
the more popular Electrowetting On Dielectric (EWOD), in which direct contact is removed29
by coating the electrode with a dielectric layer20–22.30
The simplest electrowetting situation, used widely in many EWOC and EWOD setups,31
is the spreading of a droplet of conductive liquid on a solid in the presence of an ambient32
dielectric fluid23. During the actuation, the ambient fluid forms a thin film underneath33
the droplet that can become unstable and break up into small “bubbles” that remain in34
contact with the solid24,25. Such a transition introduces mobile contact lines26,27, which35
can drastically affect the friction force acting on its overall dynamics28–30. On the other36
hand, the spreading of a droplet at high voltages can reach a saturation regime31, where the37
apparent contact angle that the droplet forms with the solid settles to a limiting value32,33.38
At even higher voltages, the edge of the spreading droplet can become unstable, and trigger39
the breakup of small droplets that form coronal patterns around the mother drop34.40
Despite these important advances, the rich phenomenology of electrowetting remains to41
be fully understood. For this purpose, it is essential to develop computational methods that42
capture the multiphase fluid dynamics and that resolve the effect of electrostatic interactions,43
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as these can help interpret experiments and inform theory. The Lattice-Boltzmann Method44
(LBM) has proved to be a powerful tool to study mulitphase fluid dynamics35. To implement45
electrowetting within the LBM, it has been proposed to prescribe the interaction energy of46
the surface36,37, which leads to an effective contact angle. Such an approach, however, does47
not capture the underlying coupling between the hydrodynamic and electrostatic fields. As a48
means to overcome this limitation, hybrid methods that solve the electrostatic field equations49
separately have been developed38, but these come at the expense of running and coupling50
two numerical solvers concurrently.51
Here we present a lattice-Boltzmann method capable of solving the coupled hydrodynamics-52
electrostatics equations that govern electrowetting phenomena within a single algorithm. We53
use the so-called free-energy approach as a starting point to model the multiphase fluid dy-54
namics, and show that the effect of the electrostatic energy can be included explicitly in55
the corresponding energy functional. We introduce a set of lattice-Boltzmann equations,56
where the electrostatic potential field is determined by a new set of distribution functions.57
We validate this “all-in-one” method by comparing the electrowetting-induced spreading of58
a droplet to the classical theory of Young and Lippman39. To illustrate the utility of the59
method, we present results of the stability of the thin film separating a conducting droplet60
and a solid electrode, considering both the linear and non-linear regimes.61
Theoretical model and lattice-Boltzmann algorithm62
Diffuse-interface model of electrowetting phenomena63
Let us consider two incompressible, immiscible fluids: a perfect conductor, corresponding to64
the spreading liquid, and a dielectric, corresponding to the surrounding phase. We describe65
the two-fluid system using a diffuse-interface model that identifies each phase using an order66
parameter, or phase field, φ(x, t), where x denotes the position vector and t denotes time.67
Without loss of generality, we let φ > 0 be the conductive phase and φ < 0 be the dielectric.68
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The Helmholtz free energy of the fluid-fluid system can be defined as4069
Fth[φ] :=
∫
Ω
ψ(φ,∇φ) d3x+
∫
∂Ω
ζ φ dS. (1)
The first term corresponds to the volumetric contribution to the free energy over the region70
occupied by the fluid, Ω. This consists of the well-known energy density of a binary fluid41,42,71
ψ(φ,∇φ) := 3γ√
8`
[
φ4
4
− φ
2
2
+
`2
2
|∇φ|2
]
, (2)
where the square-gradient term allows the coexistence of the two bulk phases, of equilibrium72
phase-field values φ = ±1, separated by a diffuse interface of thickness ` and surface tension73
γ. The second integral in Eq. (1) corresponds to the surface interaction energy of the fluid74
with the solid electrode, whose boundary is denoted by ∂Ω, and where the constant ζ is75
called the wetting potential43.76
In equilibrium, and in the absence of an electric field, the fluid-fluid interface is expected77
to intersect the solid boundary at an angle θ0 determined by the Young-Dupré relation43,78
γsd − γsc = γ cos θ0, (3)
where γsd and γsc are the solid-dielectric fluid and solid-conductive fluid surface tensions.79
This is a standard result that can be obtained from Eqs. (1)–(3), which yield a relation80
between the wetting potential and the contact angle44:81
ζ =
3
2
γ sgn(θ0 − pi/2) {cos(α/3) [1− cos(α/3)]}1/2 , (4)
where α = arccos(sin2 θ0). It can also be shown that, in such a limit, the pressure field,82
p(x), is uniform in each phase, but jumps across the interface satisfying the Young-Laplace83
4
relation84
∆p = 2γκ, (5)
where κ is the interface curvature45.85
To model the electrostatic behaviour of the fluid mixture we introduce the electrostatic86
free energy:87
Fel[V ] := −1
2
ε
∫
Ω
|E|2 d3x, (6)
which quantifies the potential energy density of the electric field E(x) = −∇V , where V (x)88
is the electric potential and ε is the electric permittivity46,47.89
Out of equilibrium, local differences in the total free energy, F = Fth + Fel, give rise90
to capillary and electrostatic forces. On the one hand, changes in the phase field lead to a91
chemical potential field92
ϑ(x, t) :=
δF
δφ
=
3γ√
8`
[
φ(φ2 − 1)− `2∇2φ] , (7)
and a corresponding capillary force density93
fcap = −φ∇ϑ, (8)
which reduces to Eq. (5) in equilibrium45. On the other hand, changes in the electric potential94
give rise to the electric charge distribution4795
%el(x, t) := −δF
δV
= −ε∇2V = ε∇ ·E, (9)
and to the electric force density96
fel = %elE, (10)
which is the Lorentz force in the absence of magnetic fields47.97
The chemical and electrostatic force densities, Eqs. (8) and (10), together with the local98
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pressure gradient, −∇p, change the momentum of the fluid. The resulting total force density99
can be written in terms of a generalised pressure tensor, Π, i.e.,100
−∇ ·Π := −∇p+ fcap + fel. (11)
This leads to the expression101
Π = (φϑ− ψ) I + 3γ`√
8
∇φ∇φ− ε
(
EE − 1
2
|E|2I
)
, (12)
where the last term in brackets is the Maxwell stress tensor47 and I is the identity matrix.102
The equations of motion of the fluids are obtained as follows. First, imposing the con-103
servation of momentum leads to the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations104
ρ (∂t + u · ∇)u = −∇ ·
[
Π− µ (∇u+∇uT)] , (13)
where u(x, t), ρ and µ(x) are the velocity field, density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid, re-105
spectively, and the superscript T denotes matrix transposition. To allow viscosity differences106
between the two phases we impose the local viscosity as107
µ(φ) :=
1 + φ
2
µc +
1− φ
2
µd, (14)
where µc and µd are the bulk viscosities of the conductive and dielectric fluids.108
Imposing the conservation of the phase field leads to a convection-diffusion equation,109
often referred to as the Cahn-Hilliard equation48:110
∂tφ+ u · ∇φ = M∇2ϑ, (15)
where M is called the mobility.111
To complete the formulation of the problem, we need to specify the electrostatic force112
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density, which is a function of the potential field, V . In the following, we assume that both113
phases are ideal, i.e., the conductor has a vanishing electrical resistivity, while the dielectric114
has a vanishing electrical conductivity. It then follows that, since the electric field in the115
conductor is zero, the potential is constant in the bulk of that phase, i.e.,116
V = V0 as φ→ 1. (16)
On the other hand, for a perfect dielectric %el = 0, so Eq. (9) reduces to117
∇2V = 0 as φ→ −1. (17)
The boundary conditions for the coupled set of PDEs, equations (13), (15) and (17),118
are specified as follows. For the velocity field we impose the impenetrability and no-slip119
boundary conditions:120
u(xb) = 0 for xb ∈ ∂Ω. (18)
For the phase field, we impose the natural boundary condition121
nˆ · ∇φ(xb) = −
√
8
3γ`
ζ(θ0) for xb ∈ ∂Ω, (19)
where nˆ is the unit normal to the solid boundary, and which enforces the wetting behaviour122
of the fluid-fluid mixture. Finally, for the potential we impose123
V (xb) = Vb for xb ∈ ∂Ω, (20)
where Vb is the potential at the boundary.124
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Lattice-Boltzmann algorithm125
In this section we formulate a lattice-Boltzmann algorithm capable of integrating Eqs. (13), (15)126
and (17), subject to the boundary conditions (18)-(20).127
The lattice-Boltzmann method is a computational fluid dynamics solver that iterates the128
discretised Boltzmann equations129
fq(x+ cq, t+ 1) = fq(x, t) + C[f ]q (21)
and130
gq(x+ cq, t+ 1) = gq(x, t) + C[g]q, (22)
where fq and gq are particle distribution functions that represent the average number of131
fluid particles with position x and velocity cq at time t. Space and time are discretised, and132
the velocity space is sampled by a finite set of vectors {c}Q−1q=0 , where Q is the number of133
directions in which the particle populations can move. Here, we use the D2Q9 model, which134
consists of a two-dimensional square lattice with Q = 9 (see Supplementary Information I).135
The time evolution of the distribution functions, given by Eqs. (21) and (22), consists136
of a collision step and a streaming step. The collision step, performed by the second term137
on the right-hand-side in each equation, relaxes the distribution functions local equilibrium138
values, f eqq and geqq . Here we use the Multi-Relaxation Time scheme (MRT) to model the139
collision of the fq, i.e.,140
C[f ]q := −
Q−1∑
r=0
Λqr[fr − f eqr ](x, t), (23)
where the coefficients Λqr determine the relaxation rate to equilibrium. We use the Gram-141
Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure to define the coefficients of the collision operator49.142
For the collision of the gq we use the single-relaxation time approximation,143
C[g]q := −Λ[gq − geqq ](x, t), (24)
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where we set Λ = 1, which helps improve the stability of the numerical method without loss144
of generality50.145
The connection between the lattice-Boltzmann equations and the hydrodynamic equa-146
tions is done by relating the moments of the distribution functions to the hydrodynamic147
fields. The local mass, momentum and phase fields correspond to148
ρ =
Q−1∑
q=0
fq, (25)
149
ρu =
Q−1∑
q=0
cqfq (26)
and150
φ =
Q−1∑
q=0
gq. (27)
The equilibrium distributions, f eqq and geqq , are constructed to convey the thermodynamic151
behaviour of the fluid and to ensure the local conservation of mass and momentum. This152
is done by requiring that their moments satisfy the conditions:
∑
q f
eq
q = ρ,
∑
q g
eq
q = φ,153 ∑
q cqf
eq
q = ρu,
∑
q cqg
eq
q = φu,
∑
q cqcqf
eq
q = Π + ρuu and
∑
q cqcqg
eq
q = 2MϑI + φuu.154
Suitable expressions of the equilibrium distributions have been reported before48,51. For the155
f eqq , we use156
f eqq (ρ,u,Π) = wq
[
1
cs
ρu ·H(1)q +
1
2c2s
(Π + ρuu) : H(2)q
]
(28)
if q 6= 0, and157
f eq0 (ρ,u,Π) = ρ−
Q−1∑
q=1
f eqq . (29)
For the geqq , we use158
geqq = wq
[
1
cs
φu ·H(1)q +
1
2c2s
(2Mϑ+ φuu) : H(2)q
]
, (30)
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if q 6= 0, and159
geq0 = φ−
Q−1∑
q=1
geqq . (31)
In these expressions, the wq are weighting factors determined by the geometry of the lattice,160
H
(n)
q = H(n)(cq) is the tensor Hermite polynomial of n-th degree, and cs = 1/
√
3 is a161
constant that represents the speed of sound52 (see Supplementary Information I for a list of162
expressions).163
Using a Chapman-Enskog expansion, Eqs. (21) and (22), together with Eqs. (23)–(31),164
reduce to the Navier-Stokes (13) and Cahn-Hilliard (15) equations. From the expansion, the165
viscosity, µ, is determined by the coefficients of the collision matrix, Λqr 49 (see Supplementary166
Information I).167
The electric potential168
To model the effect of the electrostatic potential field, it suffices to introduce an algorithm169
that solves Laplace’s equation in the dielectric, whilst keeping the potential to a constant170
value in the conductor.171
Hence, we take inspiration from the diffusive dynamics which arises from the LBM itself53,172
and introduce a third lattice-Boltzmann equation in the following form,173
hq(x+ cq, t+ 1) = hq(x, t) + C[h]q, (32)
where we use a single-relaxation-time collision operator,174
C[h]q := −Λ[hq − heqq ](x, t), (33)
where Λ = 1.175
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This new distribution function is related to the local electric potential, V , by the relations176
V =
∑
q
hq, (34)
and177
heqq = wqV. (35)
Eq. (35) offers the advantage of setting the electric potential to a prescribed value, by fixing178
the right-hand side, and thus allows the modelling of a conducting liquid (for which the179
potential equilibrates to a constant).180
We now analyse the long-time, large-lengthscale behaviour of Eqs. (32)-(35). First, we181
express Eq. (32) in terms of the equilibrium distribution, heqq , using Eq. (35). This is done182
by writing the collision step as a differential operator acting on heqq (for details, see Supple-183
mentary Information II), i.e.,184
− [hq − heqq ] = (∂t + cq · ∇)heqq − 12(∂t + cq · ∇)2heqq + ... (36)
Applying the summation operator,
∑
q, to Eq. (36), and using Eqs. (34) and (35), we find185
0 = ∂tV − 1
2
∂2t V −
1
2
c2s∇2V + ... (37)
where we identify  = c2s/2. During a relaxation process the first and second terms in Eq. (37)186
will asymptotically vanish, and thus, V will satisfy Eq. (17) at long times. In the context of187
electrowetting, one requires that this relaxation is faster than the typical timescales of the188
hydrodynamic fields, u and φ.189
To quantify the transient, let us investigate the solutions of Eq. (37). Since the equation190
is linear, we proceed in the standard way by proposing the Ansatz V = X(x)T (t)54. This191
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leads to the ordinary differential equation for the temporal part,192
2
dT
dt
− d
2T
dt2
+ c2sK
2T = 0, (38)
and a partial differential equation for the spatial part,193
∇2X +K2X = 0, (39)
where K = const., is the eigenvalue that couples the system of equations.194
For the temporal part, Eq. (38), we look for solutions that decay at long times, i.e.,195
T (t) = exp
[
(1−
√
1 + c2sK
2) t
]
, (40)
where the term in brackets is always negative for non-vanishing K.196
To better understand the rate of decay of the transient, which is controlled by K, let us197
focus on the limiting case of a uniform dielectric phase in a rectangular domain of of size198
Lx × Ly. In such a case, Eq. (39) can be solved analytically54, leading to the spectrum of199
eigenvalues200
K2 =
(2pil
Lx
)2
+
(2pim
Ly
)2
, (41)
where l and m are positive integers. Let us now define the transient period, τtrans, as the201
characteristic decay time associated to the smallest eigenvalue,202
τtrans := max
1√
1 + c2sK
2 − 1 , K 6= 0, (42)
which, for the uniform rectangular domain, is203
τtrans ≤ 1
2
(max(Lx, Ly)
pics
)2
. (43)
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: (Colour online) Convergence of the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm to model the
relaxation of the electric potential field. (a) Surface plot of the electric potential obtained
after an initial relaxation of n = 16 τtrans iterations. (b) Semi-log plot of the evolution of
the error as a function of the number of iterations. The grey area corresponds to the initial
relaxation. Afterwards, evolution of the error is subject to the changes in the boundary
conditions and it is represented by curves for different interleaved iterations, Ninter. The
inset shows the asymptotic behaviour of the error with respect to the drift velocity of the
boundaries, u0. The size of the simulation domain is Lx = 128 by Ly = 128.
The presence of a conductive phase will effectively reduce the domain of Eq. (39), and204
thus, will shift the spectrum of K to higher values. This implies that, Eq. (43) is an upper205
bound for the transient from arbitrary initial conditions to a steady state solution.206
However, if the initial conditions for the electric field are close to a stationary solution, the207
transient number of iterations required to relax a small perturbation will be much smaller.208
For instance, introducing a perturbation of the order of one lattice unit to a stationary209
solution will lead to K ≈ 2pi. Hence, from Eq. (42), the transient reduces to210
τtrans ≈ 1√
1 + (2pics)2 − 1
< 1. (44)
Such a fast relaxation can be particularly useful, for instance, when the bulk electrostatic211
potential V0 is varied quasi statically to explore stationary wetting configurations, were a212
single iteration might be enough to update the electrostatic field.213
To test the speed of convergence of the method to solve Laplace’s equation, we carried out214
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a set of simulations of a 2D domain of dimensions Lx×Ly filled with a single dielectric fluid.215
We tracked the evolution of the electric potential field, V (x, y, t), subject to the Dirichlet216
boundary conditions217
Vb(x, y, t) = cos
[
pix
Lx
]
cos
[
2pi
Ly
(y − u0t)
]
(45)
at y ∈ [1, Ly] if x = 1, Lx and at x ∈ [1, Lx] if y = 1, Ly (see Fig. 1a). To characterise218
dynamic changes in the potential field (e.g., due to a moving phase) we introduce the drift219
velocity u0.220
As explained above, the algorithm solves Eq. (37), which is is expected to converge to221
Laplace’s equation (Eq. (17)) at long times. Henceforth, we define222
Er :=
[
∑
x |∇2V |2]1/2
LxLy |maxV −minV | (46)
as the relative error per unit simulation node.223
We first tested the speed of convergence of the algorithm from a random initial condition,224
which we allowed to relax for n = 16 τtrans iterations. We set the drift velocity to u0 = 0.225
Fig. 1a shows a surface plot of V (x, y) after relaxation. The error, reported in Fig. 1b, drops226
below 10−4 after n ∼ τtrans and saturates below 10−9 for n > 10τtrans.227
Introducing a finite drift velocity, u0, is useful to understand how quickly the algorithm228
“catches up” in dynamic situations. Hence, we tested the convergence of the error by allowing229
for a different number of interleaved iterations of the potential field within a single timestep,230
Ninter. Fig. 1b shows the convergence curves of the error for u0 = 10−3cS, which saturate to a231
maximum error ≈ 10−8 for Ninter = 1. Hence, for a given value of the typical velocity in the232
simulations, the error can be reduced by increasing Ninter. For example, as shown in Fig. 1(b)233
inset, for u0 < 10−3cs (corresponding to a Mach number Ma := u0/cs < 10−3), one interleaved234
iteration is enough to maintain Er < 10−8. Typically, the motion of viscous conducting and235
dielectric fluids in electrowetting setups is damped by friction forces, corresponding low236
Reynolds and capillary numbers which also correspond to low Ma.237
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Simulation setup: initial and boundary conditions238
We now describe the simulation implementation to model the dynamics in an EWOD setup.239
The electric potential and its corresponding distribution function are defined in a simulation240
box of size Lx×Ly. The two-phase fluid and corresponding distribution functions are defined241
in a simulation box of size Lx× (Ly − 2d), where d is a gap used to accommodate for a solid242
dielectric layer. This has the purpose of isolating the conductive phase from the bounding243
electrodes on the finite domain, and thus, to avoid divergences in the electric field. The244
permittivity of the solid dielectric is set equal to the permittivity of the dielectric fluid.245
The velocity field is set to246
u(x, t = 0) = 0 (47)
everywhere in the simulation domain. The phase field, is initialised to247
φ(x, t = 0) = φi(x), (48)
which we specify for the specific configurations reported in the following sections. The electric248
potential is initialised as follows.249
V (x, t = 0) :=

V0, if φ > 0,
V0/2 if φ ≤ 0.
(49)
At subsequent times, and in order to avoid discontinuities in electric field (which would250
lead to a diverging electrostatic force), we introduce a smoothing algorithm of the electro-251
static potential as follows,252
V (x, t) = βV0 + (1− β)
∑
q
hq(x, t), (50)
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where β is an interpolation weight defined as253
β(φ(x)) :=

1 for φ > φthr
φ/φthr for 0 < φ < φthr
0 otherwise,
, (51)
where φthr = 0.9, is a threshold value set to identify the bulk of the conductor. In this way,254
the potential is fixed to the prescribed value V0 at the bulk of the conductive phase, whereas255
it evolves according to Eq. (34) in the bulk of the dielectric phase.256
Using this setup, we found that the electric potential relaxes to a steady state typically257
after L2x/8 iterations. Nonetheless, since transient hydrodynamic flows are slow compared to258
the speed of sound (|u|  cs), we found that the distribution function hq could be updated259
at the same pace as fq and gq, with only one iteration required to relax the electric potential260
field.261
We impose periodic boundary conditions along the x and y directions, and fix the solid262
electrode at the top and bottom boundaries of the simulation domain. To implement the263
no-slip boundary condition at the solid surface we use the bounce-back algorithm55. To im-264
plement the wettability of the surface, Eq. (19), we compute the gradient and Laplacian of265
the phase field at near-boundary nodes using finite differences to then fix the corresponding266
incoming distribution functions from the solid surface44,51. Finally, to implement the bound-267
ary condition on the voltage, Vb, we follow a similar approach to that of Ledesma-Aguilar,268
et al.53. We specify the distribution functions streaming from sites on the solid electrode,269
of position vector xb, to sites in the fluid near the solid boundary, of position vector xnb,270
according to271
hq¯(xnb, t) = wq¯Vb, (52)
where the indices q¯ correspond to the distribution functions that stream away from the272
boundary. Specifically, q¯ ∈ {q : cq + cq′ = 0, q ∈ Γ}, where Γ := {q : xnb + δcq = xb, 0 <273
16
δ < 1} gives the indices of lattice vectors that stream towards the electrode.274
In summary, the simulation algorithm is carried out as follows. The hydrodynamic be-275
haviour of the fluid is solved by the first lattice-Boltzmann equation, Eq. (21). The behaviour276
of the flow is subject to the stresses defined by the pressure tensor Π, and are included by277
the equilibrium distribution function according to Eqs. (28) and (29). As a result, we obtain278
the velocity field at the next timestep by means of Eqs. (25) and (26). The second lattice-279
Boltzmann equation, Eq. (22), gives rise to the advection and diffusion of the phase field,280
φ. This is done by defining its equilibrium distribution function in Eq. (30) and (31), and281
by evaluating Eq. (27). In this way, the shape and position of the conducting and dielectric282
phases is obtained at the next iteration step. The third lattice-Boltzmann equation, Eq. (32),283
gives the electric potential. This is done by setting Eq. (35) and defining the voltage which284
is coupled by the phase field according to Eq. (50). Finally, by means of Eqs. (7) and (12),285
the phase field and electric potential sets the value of the chemical potential and pressure286
tensor, thus closing the iteration cycle.287
Table 1: Parameters for the simulations of the spreading of a droplet and the dielectric film
dynamics in Lattice-Boltzmann units.
Simulation parameter Symbol Value in § Value in §
Simulation box Lx × Ly 512× 288 [418, 1256]× 84
Surface tension γ 6× 10−3 8× 10−3
Interface width ` 4 5
Contact angle θ0 [160◦, 120◦] 180◦
Density ρ 1 1
Dynamic viscosity µc, µd 1/6, 1/6 1/600, 1/3
Mobility M 1/10 1/10
Permittivity ε 1/6 1/6
Dielectric thickness d 2 2
Initial config. R0 = 128 a = 1, H0 = 20
17
Ed
Figure 2: (Colour online) 2D LB simulations of a droplet in an EWOD set-up. A droplet
of conducting liquid sits on top of a dielectric solid of thickness d (grey line). The droplet
is set to an electric potential V0 and, on the other side of the dielectric surface, the electric
potential is set to zero (black line). The dielectric fluid surrounds the droplet where the
electric field, E is shown by the stream plot. The dashed line corresponds to the fitting
circle that defines the new contact angle θ.
Results and Discussion288
Electrowetting of a droplet289
In this section we validate the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm by studying the electrowetting-290
driven spreading of a droplet in an EWOD setup. We start by reviewing the Young-Lippmann291
classical theory of electrowetting1,39, before comparing to our simulation results.292
Review of the Young-Lipmann Theory293
Consider a droplet of a conductive liquid in an EWOD setup as shown in Fig. 2. As the294
potential difference applied between the droplet and the electrode is increased, the electric295
charges begin to gather at the interface of a conductive liquid with a higher density near the296
grounded electrode. This configuration corresponds to a capacitor. Therefore, and neglecting297
the charges that accumulate on the opposite side of the solid dielectric, the electrostatic298
energy, per unit surface area of the electrode, is cV 20 /2, where c is the capacitance per unit299
area of the configuration46. Because the droplet’s surface is compliant, the electrostatic force300
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leads to a spreading of the liquid on the solid electrode.301
The equilibrium configuration of the droplet will be determined by the balance between302
the work done by the electric field against the increase in surface energy. Mechanically, an303
infinitesimal radial displacement of the contact line, dR, results in a net radial force on the304
interface of the droplet. Hence, mechanical equilibrium is achieved when305
0 = (γsd − γsc − γ cos θ + cV 20 /2)dR. (53)
Using Eq. (3) and dividing by γ, Eq. (53) results in the Young-Lippmann relation1,306
cos θ(V0) = cos θ0 + η, (54)
where307
η :=
cV 20
2γ
(55)
is the electrowetting number.308
Therefore, the contact angle of a droplet is reduced with increasing applied voltage.309
Experimentally, Young-Lipmann’s result has been verified over a range of voltages. However,310
it has also been observed that at high voltages the contact angle reaches a saturation value,311
beyond which the theory is no longer valid56,57.312
Lattice-Boltzmann simulations313
The initial configuration of the system consists of a circular droplet of the conducting liquid
suspended in the dielectric fluid. We impose the initial conditions in the simulations using
Eqs. (47), (48) and (49); the initial phase field reads
φi(x) = tanh
(
R0 − |x−X0|√
2`
)
, (56)
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Figure 3: (Colour online) Simulations of droplet spreading using an EWOD setup. (a)
Stationary droplet configurations at different applied voltage, V0. At V0 = 0, the shape of
a droplet is circular and intersects the solid dielectric at the equilibrium contact angle θ0.
For |V0| > 0, the shape of the droplet close to the solid wall is distorted by the electric field,
leading to an apparent contact angle, θ(V0). At high applied voltages, the droplet reaches a
limiting configuration, where the main drop develops a lip that spreads away from its centre.
The region around the lip shows strong fringe fields (inset) and the charge density (dark-red
colour map). (b) Variation of the contact angle in response to the electric potential, V0, in
lattice-Boltzmann units. The curves show a monotonic decrease in the contact angle with
the increasing magnitude of the potential. The inset shows the expected universal collapse
as a function of the electrowetting number, η, predicted by the Young-Lippmann relation
(dotted-dashed line) at low electrowetting numbers and a later saturation.
where X0 = (Lx/2, R0), is the initial position of the centre of the droplet, and R0 its initial314
radius. The rest of the simulation parameters are summarised in Table 1.315
We first set the potential within the conducting droplet to V0 = 0 and allow the system316
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to relax for 2× 105 iterations. As the droplet relaxes, it spreads on the surface and acquires317
a circular-cap shape intersecting the surface with the expected equilibrium contact angle, θ0,318
predicted by Eq. (4). Then, we increase the voltage by an amount 0.01
√
2γd/ε and allow the319
system to relax for a further 104 iterations. Once the relaxation has elapsed, the stationary320
configuration is recorded. The increment in the applied voltage is repeated until a maximum321
voltage V0 = 3
√
2γd/ε is reached.322
Fig. 2 shows a typical equilibrium configuration of the droplet subject to a non-zero323
potential. The upper part of the droplet conserves a circular shape that, extrapolated,324
intersects the surface at an apparent contact angle θ(V0). However, near the solid surface,325
the inclination of the interface is closer to the prescribed equilibrium contact angle1,58. As326
shown in Fig. 3b, the apparent contact angle decreases with increasing |V0|. Note that327
reversing the polarity of the applied voltage leads to the same decrease in the apparent angle;328
this is expected, since Eq. (10) is invariant upon an inversion of the polarity of the electric329
potential (V → −V ). Therefore, the simulations capture the competition between electrical330
and capillary forces, as has been reported previously in experimental observations32.331
Next, we carried out simulations to measure θ(V0) for different values of the equilibrium332
contact angle, θ0. As shown in Fig. 3b, the θ(V0) curves follow the same trend, with only a333
shift of the maximum to a value imposed by θ0. As shown in the inset, a plot of cos θ(V0)−334
cos θ0 shows a linear dependence on η, which is in agreement with the theoretical prediction335
of Eq. (54). Fitting the simulation data to a straight line gives c ≈ 0.66.336
As the voltage in the droplet is increased, the apparent contact angle reaches a saturation337
value θ ≈ 18.43◦. The saturation effect was found to be independent of the wettability of338
the surface, and begins to occur when the droplet reaches θ ∼ 50◦. From the simulations, we339
observe that at the onset of saturation the droplet develops two distinct regions. Close to340
its centre, the capillary forces smooth out the shape of the interface, which remains circular.341
However, the region close to the edge is subject to strong fringe fields, and deforms to take342
the shape of a ‘lip’, spreading away from the main drop (see panel 4 in Fig. 3(a)). The result343
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is that the bulk profile retains a limiting shape, characterised by the saturation contact angle,344
while an increase in the voltage results in a further growth of the edge lip.345
Dynamics of a thin dielectric film346
In this section we illustrate the applicability of the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm to resolve347
the dynamics of electrowetting liquids. Specifically, we study the stability of a thin dielectric348
film confined between a solid charged wall and a conductive liquid layer. This problem is349
relevant in many electrowetting setups, where the spreading conductive liquid often entraps350
a thin film of dielectric fluid. As the dielectric film becomes thinner, it breaks up into small351
droplets25.352
We start by formulating the problem analytically, which yields a prediction of the stability353
of the film in the linear regime. We then report simulation results which we validate against354
this prediction, and extend our study to report results of the dynamics of the film at long355
times, including the regime of film breakup and droplet formation.356
Linear-stability theory357
We consider a thin, two-dimensional dielectric film of local thickness H(x, t). The film lies on358
top of a conducting solid electrode, located at y = −d which is coated with a thin dielectric359
solid layer of thickness d. At its top, the film is covered by a layer of conducting liquid of360
negligible viscosity.361
To model the dynamics of the thin dielectric layer in the presence of an electric field, we362
use the lubrication equation59,363
∂tH − ∂x
(
H3
3µd
∂xpfilm
)
= 0. (57)
As shown by Eq. (57), the dynamics is driven by variations in the pressure within the film,364
pfilm. This is composed of a capillary contribution, 2γκ, and by a contribution due to the365
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electric stresses on the dielectric fluid, −1
2
∂HcV
2
0 . For a gently curved interface, κ ≈ −12∂2xH.366
Hence,367
pfilm = −γ∂2xH −
1
2
(∂Hc)V
2
0 . (58)
where we assume that the capacitance c for a dielectric film in contact with the dielectric368
solid layer is given by369
c =
ε
H + d
. (59)
We now study the stability of the dielectric film by analysing Eq. (57) using a perturbative370
approach. Let us consider the sinusoidal interface profile371
H(x, t) = H0 + a cos(2pix/λ) exp(t/τ), (60)
where H0 is the average height of the film, a is the amplitude of the perturbation, λ the372
wavelength and τ is the characteristic growth time.373
Substituting Eq. (60) into Eq. (57), and assuming a H0 gives the dispersion relation374
ω =
1
3
k2
[
2η
(
H0
H0 + d
)2
− k2
]
, (61)
where ω := µdH0/γτ is the dimensionless growth rate, and k := 2piH0/λ is the dimensionless375
wave number.376
The first term in Eq. (61) corresponds to the destabilising effect of the electric field, which377
dominates for long-wavelength perturbations. This competes against the stabilising effect of378
surface tension, which dominates for short wavelengths. Setting ω = 0, corresponding to the379
onset of instability, gives the separatrix380
η =
1
2
(
H0 + d
H0
)2
k2, (62)
which gives the minimum electrowetting number for which a perturbation of given wave381
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number leads to instability.382
LB simulations383
We impose the initial conditions in the simulations using Eqs. (47), (48) and (49); we intro-
duce an initial perturbation to the interface between the conductive and dielectric fluids by
imposing the phase-field profile
φi(x) = tanh
(
y −H(x, 0)√
2`
)
, (63)
with corresponds to a sinusoidal perturbation of amplitude a = 1 and wavelength λ = Lx.384
The rest of the simulation parameters are reported in the last column of Table 1. To allow the385
thermodynamic relaxation of the phase field from the initial conditions, we let the simulations386
run for 103 iterations, which we disregard.387
Fig. 4(a) shows a typical instantaneous configuration of the film after the transient has388
elapsed. Henceforth, we track the evolution of the fluid-fluid interface, whose location we take389
as the level curve φ(x, y) = 0. Once the location of the interface is determined, the amplitude390
of the perturbation is found by fitting the instantaneous level curves to the sinusoidal function391
y(x) = c0 +c1 cos(2pix/Lx), where c0 and c1 are fitting parameters. We then fit the measured392
amplitude data, c1(t), to the exponential function A(t) = c2 exp(t/c3), where c3 gives the393
characteristic growth time. To obtain the dependence of the dispersion relation, for a given394
electrowetting number, we repeat the simulation by varying the system length, Lx (see395
Table 1).396
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) show the dispersion relations obtained from the simulations for η = 0397
and η = 0.03. The data in the figures is reported in the dimensionless units of Eq. (61),398
where µd, γ, H0 are fixed using the values reported in Table 1. For η = 0, we observe the399
expected power-law decay, ω ∝ −k4, predicted by the linear stability analysis. For η = 0.03,400
the dispersion relation shows a range of unstable wave numbers. In both cases, we find a401
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quantitative agreement with Eq. (61), which is superimposed to the simulation data as a402
dashed line.403
We measured the growth rate of the perturbation for 21 × 21 points in the η–k space.404
Fig. 4(d) shows the simulation results, which we present as a contour plot of ω vs η and405
k. The separatrix, corresponding to the curve ω(k, η) = 0, was estimated from the data406
using bilinear interpolation (solid line in the figure). Overall, there is a good agreement with407
Eq. (62) (shown as a dashed line). We attribute the small discrepancy between the theory408
and the simulation results to the charge distribution at the diffuse fluid-fluid interface, which409
is dispersed in a region of the order of the interface thickness `. This effect would then alter410
the capacitance of the dielectric film. Indeed, by fitting the separatrix obtained from the411
simulations to Eq. (62), we obtain an effective value for H0, which is displaced by a small412
amount (∼ 0.08`) into the bulk of the conductive phase.413
We now turn our attention to the growth of the perturbation at long times, when a/H0 ∼414
1. This regime, which is not accessible by the linear theory, is revealed in detail by the415
simulations. As shown in Fig. 5(a), at large perturbation amplitudes inhomogeneities in the416
electric field become apparent. The simulations capture the increase in charge density in417
regions where the interface curvature is higher47. This effect leads to a stronger electrostatic418
attraction in regions of the interface which lie closer to the solid electrode. As a result, the419
perturbation grows faster than predicted by the linear theory, and the interface is deformed420
to an asymmetric shape.421
At longer times, the troughs of the perturbation approach the solid surface. In this422
regime, we found that the wettability of the solid has a strong effect on the dynamics. For423
θ0 < 180
◦ the fluid-fluid interface touches the solid surface, breaking the film into droplets.424
The subsequent dynamics of the fluid-fluid interface is similar to the dewetting dynamics425
observed by Edwards, et al.60: the retracting edges collect fluid to form dewetting rims, which426
eventually merge to form a single circular droplet (see Fig. 5(b)). As soon as the conducting427
fluid reaches the solid surface the spreading begins (frame 2 in Fig. 5(b,c)). Initially, the428
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spreading occurs at a constant pace (frame 3) and ends in an asymptotic relaxation (frame429
4). For θ0 = 180◦, the conducting fluid cannot wet the surface and, hence, the dielectric430
film does not break up. Therefore, the film takes the shape of a series of ‘bumps’ which431
remain connected by a thin film (of a thickness set by the range of the wetting potential432
in the simulations). This situation is reminiscent of the oil entrapment regime reported by433
Saticu et al.25, who used an EWOD setup to spread water droplets immersed in silicone oil434
on Teflon-coated electrodes.435
Conclusions436
We have introduced a lattice-Boltzmann algorithm capable of solving the coupled hydro-437
dynamics and electrostatics equations of motion of a two-phase fluid as a means to model438
electrowetting phenomena. Our method uses a set of distribution functions to solve the439
electrostatics equations within the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm itself, eliminating the need440
for concurrent methods to model the electric field, such as finite differences or finite element441
methods. We have used a diffuse-interface approach to model the dynamics of immiscible442
conducting and dielectric fluid phases, thus eliminating the need to track the fluid-fluid in-443
terface at every iteration step. Instead, the electric potential field in our method is coupled444
to the multiphase fluid domain, with electric stresses arising at the diffuse interface between445
conducting and dielectric phases.446
We have validated our algorithm by presenting numerical simulations of the electrowetting447
of a droplet in an Electro Wetting On Dielectric (EWOD) setup. Our results reproduce the448
dependence of the apparent contact angle of the droplet on the applied voltage predicted449
by the Young-Lippman theory. We also observe a saturation of the contact angle at high450
voltages. The saturation of the contact angle has been reported in experiments, and remains451
an open question in the field of electrowetting. In the simulations, the effect is linked to a452
saturation of the interface curvature, which triggers the formation of a ‘lip’ at the droplet’s453
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edge. Such a balance between the electric and capillary stresses in the simulations might454
explain the saturation effect observed in experiments, but further experimental evidence is455
needed to reach a conclusion in this regard.456
We have also used our algorithm to study the stability and dynamics of a thin dielectric457
film in an EWOD setup. For small perturbations, our simulations results agree well with458
the prediction of lubrication theory. Beyond this small-perturbation regime accessible by459
theory, we studied the long-time dynamics of the film. Our simulations show that as the460
film is destabilised and the interface approaches the solid surface. On wettable surfaces, the461
film breaks up and forms droplets that dewet from the surface. On non-wettable surfaces,462
we observe the entrapment of the dielectric film and the stabilisation of mound-shaped463
structures.464
Here we have focused on droplet electrowetting as a situation of broad importance to val-465
idate our model. However, our method is amenable to study other situations of both funda-466
mental and applied interest. For example, the scheme presented here could be used to study467
the stability of moving contact lines subject to electrowetting actuation, a situation that468
has been reported to lead to the formation of micron-sized “bubbles” of the non-conducting469
phase which remain adhered to the solid24,25. Because of the ability of lattice-Boltzmann470
to incorporate solid boundaries of arbitrary geometry, our model could also be used to un-471
derstand the interplay between electrowetting actuation in patterned surfaces60 or within472
micro-channels. Here we have studied fluid phases of uniform density, whose dynamics can473
be captured using an ortogonal decomposition method to determine the collision operator474
in the lattice-Boltzmann equation. However, our method could also be tested with recently475
developed non-orthogonal schemes62 to model situations where the fluids have different den-476
sities. Such a situation is relevant to the electrowetting of a gas phase, e.g., to manipulate477
bubbles. Finally, here we have restricted ourselves to study the electrowetting of a perfect478
conductor surrounded by a perfect dielectric. However, by including a source in the equa-479
tion for the electric potential, our method could be extended to model imperfect conductors,480
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where the charge density inside the conducting fluid is redistributed due to the osmotic pres-481
sure and therefore inducing a non-vanishing electric field inside61, or imperfect dielectrics,482
which exhibit breakdown or leakage currents33.483
484
Supporting Information. Details of the lattice-Boltzmann algorithm.485
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Figure 4: (Colour online) Simulation results of the linear stability of a thin dielectric fluid
film in an EWOD setup. (a) Close-up of the interface configuration. The conducting liquid
(light blue region) is kept at a constant voltage V0, whilst the solid electrode (grey rectangle)
remains grounded. The thin dielectric fluid film (white region), of initial average thickness
H0, is subject to a sinusoidal perturbation of amplitude a and wavelength λ. Direct contact
between the dielectric fluid and the solid electrode is prevented by a thin dielectric film (black
line). The stream lines depict the electric field. (b) and (c): Dispersion relations for η = 0
and η = 0.03, respectively. The solid symbols correspond to the simulation results. The
dashed lines correspond to a fit to the analytical model. The shaded envelopes represent
the error from the curve fitting analysis. The inset shows the expected |ω| ∼ k4 scaling
predicted by the linear theory. (d) Colour map of the growth rate as function of η and
k. The solid line corresponds to the separatrix calculated from the simulation results using
linear interpolation. The dashed line corresponds to the theoretical prediction.
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Figure 5: (Colour online) Entrapment and break-up of unstable dielectric films. (a) Instan-
taneous configuration of an unstable dielectric film at large perturbation amplitudes. The
initial simulation parameters are λ = 60, H0 = 20 and η = 1.1. The charge distribution,
shown in dark red, is highest in the regions closer to the solid electrode, and the equipoten-
tial curves, perpendicular to the electric field, increase in density. (b) Long-time evolution
of the dielectric film for λ = 512, H0 = 20, and η = 0.1; and θ0 = 120◦ (left) and θ0 = 180◦
(right). On a wettable surface, the dielectric fluid breaks into isolated films that dewet to
form droplets. On a non-wettable surface the wetting potential prevents the breakup of the
film, leading to its entrapment. (c) Plot of the evolution of area fraction, ∆L/Lx, covered
by the conducting phase. The numbers represent the time of the snapshots in (a).
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